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What’s in the course?

- Emphasis on business model of electric companies and how that effects operations
- Emphasis on markets
  - How markets operate
  - How generating companies interact with markets
- Sections on system security and optimal power flow
- Short term load forecasting
Deregulation means that the electric industry has to be understood as a business.
Old and new types of generation
Existing techniques such as generator unit commitment must be understood.
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Mathematical optimization techniques included in the course

- LaGrange methods with KKT conditions
- Dynamic programming
- Linear programming
- Convex programming
- Interior point method
- Least squares methods
- Integer programming
Operational Technologies

- Comparison of linear (DC power flow) OPF and full AC OPF
- State estimation using Phasor Measurement Units (PMUs)
- Implementation of market dispatch using centralized auctions
- Mathematical techniques of demand forecasting
This online course by Professor Wollenberg uses his textbook.